
Film Scanner

UY-S100



High Speed Consecutive Scanning

The high speed scanning capability of the Sony UY-S100 makes it

the right choice for high speed scanning of large quantities of film

images. Incorporating Sony’s advanced scanning technology, the

UY-S100 can scan a frame in eleven seconds, at a maximum

resolution of 2,212* dpi (dots per inch) (2,048 x 3,072 pixels).

Using the supplied software, a 36-frame, 135 type (35mm) film can

be consecutively scanned at 1,106 dpi (1,024 x 1,536 pixels) and

saved on the hard disk drive on the host PC in just three minutes**.

* Using 135 type film
**Scanning without previewing

Compatibility with Various Film Type

The UY-S100 readily scans both negative and positive 135 type film

including color, monochrome, and slides. With the optional PW1-NSS

film carrier, the UY-S100 can easily scan IX240 film.

Compact Design

The small footprint of the UY-S100 enables it to be installed in small

areas. It has compact dimensions of 11 1/8(W) x 5 7/8(H) x 17(D)

inches.

Auto Slide Feeder for Scanning Large

Quantities of Slides

With the optional auto slide feeder UYA-S90SF, it is possible to scan

large quantities of slides efficiently. The UYA-S90SF offers two

scanning modes, Auto Preview mode and Consecutive Scan mode.

Auto Preview mode allows for the previewing of up to 50 slides

from which the user can select the frames to be scanned and then

automatically scans them consecutively. Consecutive Scan mode

bypasses the preview step allowing slides to be scanned

consecutively at selected resolution.

Automatic Film Loading

The 135 type film and the IX240 film* loads automatically by just

inserting the film into the film carrier.

*Using optional PW1-NSS film carrier.

Film Tray for the Roll Type Film

Supplied film tray is useful for scanning

uncut roll type film.

Easy Operation

The UY-S100 combines high quality scanning with simple

operation. Just choose the appropriate film carrier and insert the

film - the difficult film handling of consumer-grade film scanners is

a thing of the past.

� Define file format and directory to be saved 

� Insert film

� Preview

The UY-S100 is a compact, high-speed and easy-to-use photo film scanner ideal for 
large and small professional scanning applications. Incorporating Sony’s most highly 
advanced scanning technology, the UY-S100 offers enhanced performance and 
compatibility with various film sizes. 

UY-S100 with UYA-S90SF

UY-S100 with film tray



The frame position can be shifted

Each frame can be reversed

Each frame can be
turned on its side

All frames can be turned upside down

The color balance and brightness
of each frame can be adjusted

Define the frames to be scanned
Blue indicates the frame to be scanned
Gray indicates the frame to be skipped

Adjustment of
gray balance

Adjustment of sharpness
Selectable color look up table

(Photo, Publishing and Custom)

TWAIN driver for Windows 95/98/2000 and Windows NT 4.0 

• Skip previewing

• Applies the same adjustment
settings to all selected frames

Scanning Utility for 
Windows 95/98/2000/XP 
and Windows NT 4.0

• Save scanned images in user
defined image format and
directory

• Supported image format
Windows: TIFF and BMP

* The latest driver software and firmware is available at the following URL:

http://www.sony.co.jp/en/Products/DP-driver/

High Quality Performance with 

Automatic Color Balance

The UY-S100 automatically color corrects for factors such as film

base color, light conditions and exposure levels during shooting.

This function eliminates the difficulties of adjusting color balance,

enabling images to be reproduced in their original colors from even

hard-to-correct negatives. The UY-S100 reproduces the best

possible images from film sources.

DX Code Decoding*

The UY-S100 can automatically recognize the film type; and

automatically adjust the color balance. In addition, the scanned

images can be saved with coinciding film frame numbering.

* This function is effective when used with the bundled scanning utility software.

Print Size Decoding for IX240

Each image can be scanned and saved based on its size

information (C/P/H) when it is recorded optically on the IX240 film.

Easy-to-use Bundled Software

The UY-S100 is supplied with TWAIN driver software and scanning

utility software for Windows® 95/98/2000 and Windows NT® 4.0.

With the supplied software, adjustments to color balance and color

density are made easily. The scanning utility software helps

effectual scanning performance
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Supported film: 135 type (35 mm) film (roll / mounted slide / film strip)
IX240 film (with optional IX240 film carrier)
Accepts negatives, positives, B/W, and color

Scanning method: One-path scanning with 3-line RGB color CCD

Light source: Halogen lamp

Scanning size: 135 type film: 23.5 x 35.3 mm (15/16 x 1 7/16 inches)
IX240 type film: 15.6 x 27.9 mm (5/8 x 1 1/8 inches)

Maximum resolution: Approx. 2,212 dpi (135 type), 3,326 dpi (IX240)

Scanning pixels:

Scanning time*:

Scanning time in case of using the optional UYA-S90SF*:

*include data transfer time
Condition CPU: Pentium III  550 MHz

RAM: 256 MB
SCSI card: AHA-2940AU
When using the supplied scanning utility.

SPECIFICATIONS

Thumbnail LD SD HD UD

Normal 192 × 128 384 × 256 768 × 512 1,536 × 1,024 3,072 × 2,048
Panoramic 192 ×   68 384 × 136 768 × 272 1,536 ×    544 3,072 × 1,088
Slide 176 × 116 352 × 232 704 × 464 1,408 ×    928 2,816 × 1,856
Slide Panoramic 176 ×   68 352 × 136 704 × 272 1,408 ×    544 2,816 × 1,088
HDTV 192 × 108 456 × 256 912 × 512 1,824 × 1,024 3,648 × 2,048
Panoramic 192 ×   68 456 × 160 912 × 320 1,824 ×    640 3,648 × 1,280
Classic 160 × 108 384 × 256 768 × 512 1,536 × 1,024 3,072 × 2,048
APS Slide 144 ×   80 288 × 160 576 × 320 1,152 ×    640 2,304 × 1,280

Color depth: Internal processing: 12 bits per color
Output: 8 bits per color

Interface: SCSI-2 (Half-pitch, pin-type connector)

System requirements:

For Windows: Platform PC/AT compatible

OS Windows 95 / 98 / 2000, Windows NT 4.0

SCSI host adapter Adaptec AHA-2940 or 2930, ASC-29160 series

Display SVGA (800 x 600 or higher)

CPU Pentium processor recommended

RAM 64 MB recommended

Safety regulations: UL1950, UL122, CSA C22.2 No.950, EN60950

EMC regulations: FCC Class A, IC Class A, CE EN55022 Class B+EN55024, 
AU AS3458 Class B+AS4252.1

Power requirements: 100 to 120/220 to 240 V, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption: 100 to 120 V: 1.2 A max
220 to 240 V: 0.6 A max

Dimensions: 11 1/8 (W) x 5 7/8 (H) x 17 1/8 (D) inches (280 x 148 x 432 mm)

Weight: Approx. 19 lb 13 oz (9 kg)

Supplied accessories: Film carrier, Slide carrier, Halogen lamp, Carrier cover, Film tray,

SCSI cable clamp, AC power cord, Ferrite filter (2),

CD-ROM (SCANNER DRIVER), Operating Instructions,

Software license agreement, Warranty booklet

Optional accessories: IX240 Film Carrier PW1-NSS

Auto Slide Feeder UYA-S90SF

Halogen Lamp MPS-L60

135 type
(35mm)

IX240
(APS)

Film type 135 (36 Ex. Film roll) IX240 (40 Ex. Film roll)
Pre-scanning time Approx. 30 s Approx. 50 s

LD, SD Approx. 4.0 s / frame Approx. 4.0 s / frame
Scanning time HD Approx. 4.0 s / frame Approx. 6.0 s / frame

UD TIFF Approx. 11 s / frame Approx. 18 s / frame

Film type Mounted Slides
Pre-viewing time Approx. 5 min. 40 s / 50 slides

Scanning time LD, SD, HD Approx. 12 s / slide
UD Approx. 20 s / slide

Front Panel Rear Panel 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

PW1-NSS IX240 Film Carrier UYA-S90SF Auto Slide Feeder MPS-L60 Halogen Lamp
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